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captain richard leland is a rising star in the nypd young bright and super ambitious his goal is to be the

police commissioner by the time he s forty he s right on track but then department politics rears its ugly

head all his carefully laid plans are suddenly thrown into jeopardy when his boss chief of department

charles drum decides his young protégé needs more patrol experience something that leland has been

avoiding at all costs because he knows that almost anything that goes wrong in a precinct could derail his

promising career to his horror leland is transferred to the notorious bronx precinct that cops call fort frenzy

with good reason a wary leland views his precinct assignment as a career minefield that at any moment

could blow his hopes and expectations all to hell his new boss assistant chief lucian hightower is an

archenemy of chief drum and he s not at all happy to see this headquarters groupie in his borough

another major flashpoint for leland is kawasi munyika a loudmouthed political activist who is waiting for

that one cause that will propel him into national prominence then there s the poet bandit a psycho whose

robbery notes contain poems and the midnight mangias a couple who break into restaurants and cook

their own meals if that isn t enough leland is forced to contend with angry cops whacko cops a radio car

romance a cop fighter bar that needs to be closed and a beautiful if contentious community organizer who

is a thorn in his side or is she finally it all comes to a head kawasi munyika finds his cause the boycott of

a korean grocery store and richard leland is faced with his own personal armageddon will he protect his

career or will he do the right thing this book sometimes humorous sometimes tragic offers the reader an

insider s unique view of the life of a precinct commanding officer and what goes on behind the walls of a

nypd precinct a revelatory look at how the nypd has resisted change through strategic and selective

community engagement the past few years have seen americans express passionate demands for police

transformation but even as discussion of no knock warrants chokeholds and body cameras has exploded

any changes to police procedures have only led to the same outcomes despite calls for increased

accountability police departments have successfully stonewalled change in the policing machine tony

cheng reveals the stages of that resistance offering a close look at the deep engagement strategies that

nypd precincts have developed with only subsets of the community in order to counter any truly

meaningful democratic oversight cheng spent nearly two years in an unprecedented effort to understand

the who and how of police community relationship building in new york city documenting the many ways

the police strategically distributed power and privilege within the community to increase their own public

legitimacy without sacrificing their organizational independence by setting up community councils that are

conveniently run by police allies handing out favors to local churches that will promote the police to their

parishioners and offering additional support to institutions friendly to the police the nypd like police

departments all over the country cultivates political capital through a strategic politics that involves

distributing public resources offering regulatory leniency and deploying coercive force the fundamental

challenge with police community relationships cheng shows is not to build them it is that they already exist
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and are motivated by a machinery designed to stymie reform election administration is essential to the

proper functioning of our democracy the american law institute s first principles in this area focuses on two

areas of great importance non precinct voting and the resolution of disputed elections part i provides

principles for use by jurisdictions that wish to use absentee voting or early voting options as a supplement

to in person precinct based voting on election day part ii concerns principles applicable to disputed

elections generally while part iii specifically concerns procedures necessary for disputed presidential

elections given their uniquely challenging scheduling constraints world renowned tell it like it is guidebook

discover australia with this comprehensive entertaining tell it like it is rough guide packed with

comprehensive practical information and our experts honest and independent recommendations whether

you plan to swim with whale sharks explore the atherton tablelands or sail in the whitsunday islands the

rough guide to australia will help you discover the best places to explore sleep eat drink and shop along

the way features of the rough guide to australia detailed regional coverage provides in depth practical

information for each step of all kinds of trip from intrepid off the beaten track adventures to chilled out

breaks in popular tourist areas regions covered include sydney and around new south wales and the act

coastal queensland outback queensland northern territory western australia south australia melbourne and

around victoria and tasmania honest independent reviews written with rough guides trademark blend of

humour honesty and expertise and recommendations you can truly trust our writers will help you get the

most from your trip to australia meticulous mapping always full colour with clearly numbered colour coded

keys find your way around sydney melbourne and many more locations without needing to get online

fabulous full colour photography features a richness of inspirational colour photography including the

captivating rugged peaks of the flinders ranges and the stunning blue waters and whale sharks of

ningaloo marine park things not to miss rough guides rundown of sydney brisbane perth and adelaide s

best sights and top experiences itineraries carefully planned routes will help you organise your trip and

inspire and inform your on the road experiences basics section packed with essential pre departure

information including getting there getting around accommodation food and drink health the media

festivals sports and outdoor activities culture and etiquette shopping and more background information

comprehensive contexts chapter provides fascinating insights into australia with coverage of history

religion ethnic groups environment wildlife and books plus a handy language section and glossary covers

sydney and around new south wales and the act coastal queensland outback queensland northern

territory western australia south australia melbourne and around victoria and tasmania about rough guides

rough guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years with over 30 million copies sold globally

synonymous with practical travel tips quality writing and a trustworthy tell it like it is ethos the rough

guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120 destinations gift books and phrasebooks the rough

guide to melbourne is the ultimate travel guide with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best

attractions melbourne has to offer discover melbourne s coolest bars and the hippest melbourne hotels to

the immense changes to the fabric of the city itself packed with detailed practical advice on what to see

and do in melbourne get the lowdown on melbourne s renowned live music and club scenes and whet

your appetite for its restaurants with a insert on its eclectic multicultural cuisine for all budgets features

include detailed coverage on the lively melbourne city centre and dynamic outer suburbs the cafes of
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fitzroy prahran and south yarra shopping and the beaches of st kilda to wine tasting tours of the yarra

valley and road trips along the magnificent great ocean road you ll find authoritative background on

melbourne s history film and books explore all corners of australia s fastest growing city with the clearest

melbourne maps street plans and tram and train maps of any guide make the most of your holiday with

the rough guide to melbourne the rough guide to chicago is the ultimate travel guide with clear maps and

detailed coverage of all the best attractions chicago has to offer discover the pulsating metropolis of

chicago from the gospel brunch at the house of blues a heavenly but fattening experience to the oak

street beach the glorious summertime playground in a somewhat unexpected location packed with

detailed practical advice on what to see and do in chicago this guide provides reliable up to date

descriptions of the best hotels in chicago chicago s best bars and recommended restaurants and tips on

the best shopping and festivals in chicago for all budgets featuring detailed coverage on a full range of

attractions from the maxwell street market and steppenwolf theatre to boat trips on the chicago river and

the ravinia festival you ll find expert tips on exploring chicago s amazing attractions with an authoritative

background on chicago s rich culture and history explore all corners of chicago with the clearest maps of

any guide make the most of your holiday with the rough guide to chicago this new zealand guidebook is

ideal for travellers seeking inspirational guides and planning a more extended trip it provides interesting

facts about new zealand s people history and culture and detailed coverage of the best places to see this

new zealand travel book has the style of an illustrated magazine to inspire you and give a taste of new

zealand the book is printed on paper from responsible sources and verified to meet fsc s strict

environmental and social standards this new zealand guidebook covers auckland northland the waikato

coromandel and the bay of plenty rotorua and the volcanic plateau thermal wonders of rotorua poverty

bay and hawke s bay taranaki wanganui and manawatu wellington nelson and marlborough christchurch

canterbury queenstown and otago dunedin southland stewart island in this new zealand travel guidebook

you will find unique essays country history and culture and modern day life people and politics new

zealand highlights glacier walking in waipoua forest adventure sports maori culture white island thermal

wonderland in rotorua new zealand food and wine at hawke s bay and marlborough river adventures in

queenstown waitomo glowworm caves rakiura national park stewart island practical travel information

getting there and around budgeting eating out shopping public holidays information for lgbtq travellers and

more when to go to new zealand high season low season climate information and festivals insider

recommendations tips on how to beat the crowds save time and money and find the best local spots main

attractions curated places narrative descriptions of where to go and what to see covered geographically

tips and facts interesting facts about new zealand and useful insider tips high quality maps of new zealand

must see places cross referenced to colourful maps for quick orientation colour coded chapters each

place chapter has its own colour assigned to aid easy navigation of this new zealand travel guide striking

pictures rich inspirational colour photography on all pages capturing attractions nature people and

historical features fully updated post covid 19 this new zealand guidebook is just the tool you need to get

under the skin of the destination and accompany you on your trip it also makes a great gift because of its

premium quality this book will inspire you and answer all your questions while preparing a trip to new

zealand or along the way it will also remain a beautiful souvenir after your trip of findings ohio election
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organization california election organization michigan election organization oregon election organization

election difficulties experiences analysis of election difficulties legal difficulties policy difficulties

administrative difficulties technological difficulties recommendations for election improvement borneo s

biodiversity is among the richest in the world the first guide to focus on malaysian borneo and brunei this

book gives full details on where and how to see the island s colourful flora and fauna tropical rainforest

and rivers cover over 70 ofmalaysian borneo and this lush habitat is home to hundreds of unique species

from the jelly green snake and bearded pig to the proboscis monkey trek through one of the region s

national parks or catch a glimpse of an orang utan traditional rural lifestyles tribal influences and ethnic

variety also offer the visitor a rewarding cultural experience take part in island festivities spend the night in

a longhouse or shop in the bustling markets borneo can provide for adventure travellers divers and even

sunbathers over 27 000 uk visitors travelled to borneo in 2007 up 10 on the previous year the tropical city

state of singapore may be small but it packs a punch with a wealth of dazzling modern attractions while

also being a unique melting pot of asian and western influences inside insight city guide singapore a fully

overhauled edition by our expert singapore author stunning photography that brings this vibrant city and

its people to life highlights of the city s top attractions from ethnic neighbourhoods such as little india and

kampung glam to the unique wonders of gardens by the bay and singapore s night safari descriptive area

by area accounts cover the whole city from the colonial civic district to the beaches and theme parks of

sentosa a comprehensive travel tips section includes all the practical information you will need for your trip

detailed high quality maps throughout will help you get around and travel tips give you all the essential

information for planning a memorable trip about insight guides insight guides has over 40 years

experience of publishing high quality visual travel guides we produce around 400 full colour print guide

books and maps as well as picture packed ebooks to meet different travellers needs insight guides unique

combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create a unique

visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure insight guides has spawned many

imitators but is still the best of its type wanderlust magazine includes part 1 number 1 books and

pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january june make the most of your trip with

the rough guide italian phrasebook find the perfect word or phrase for every situation use extensive two

way dictionary packed with vocabulary choose food and drink from any menu check out travel tips and a

regional pronunciation guide listen to correct pronunciation of essential dialogues download easy

audiofiles of conversations from roughguides com the tropical city state of singapore may be small but it

packs a punch with a wealth of dazzling modern attractions while also being a unique melting pot of asian

and western influences whether you want to shop til you drop on orchard road soak up the sun on

sentosa island or simply sip a singapore sling at raffles hotel insight city guide singapore will make sure

you have the quintessential singapore experience features by local writers delve into topics including the

country s famous love of food lively festivals and nightlife while evocative accounts of the city s districts

bring singapore to life from the recent high end development at marina bay to the colourful bustle of little

india and kampung glam full colour photography and maps help you navigate with ease while the detailed

travel tips directory gives you all the practical information and travel advice you need when planning what

to do on your trip including selective listings for hotel and restaurants whether you are new to the city
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state or a repeat visitor insight city guide singapore will help you discover the very best on offer this

casebook offers a student friendly practical approach with carefully designed pedagogical features its

streamlined approach tracks the chronological order of an election with significant focus on election

administration features tightly edited cases useful notes that help serve as classroom discussion tools up

to date with the most recent supreme court and lower court decisions including shelby county invalidating

part of the voting rights act and lower court litigation involving the 2012 election
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Annual Report of the Nebraska State Board of Agriculture for the Year 1892 captain richard leland is a

rising star in the nypd young bright and super ambitious his goal is to be the police commissioner by the

time he s forty he s right on track but then department politics rears its ugly head all his carefully laid

plans are suddenly thrown into jeopardy when his boss chief of department charles drum decides his

young protégé needs more patrol experience something that leland has been avoiding at all costs

because he knows that almost anything that goes wrong in a precinct could derail his promising career to

his horror leland is transferred to the notorious bronx precinct that cops call fort frenzy with good reason a

wary leland views his precinct assignment as a career minefield that at any moment could blow his hopes

and expectations all to hell his new boss assistant chief lucian hightower is an archenemy of chief drum

and he s not at all happy to see this headquarters groupie in his borough another major flashpoint for

leland is kawasi munyika a loudmouthed political activist who is waiting for that one cause that will propel

him into national prominence then there s the poet bandit a psycho whose robbery notes contain poems

and the midnight mangias a couple who break into restaurants and cook their own meals if that isn t

enough leland is forced to contend with angry cops whacko cops a radio car romance a cop fighter bar

that needs to be closed and a beautiful if contentious community organizer who is a thorn in his side or is

she finally it all comes to a head kawasi munyika finds his cause the boycott of a korean grocery store

and richard leland is faced with his own personal armageddon will he protect his career or will he do the

right thing this book sometimes humorous sometimes tragic offers the reader an insider s unique view of

the life of a precinct commanding officer and what goes on behind the walls of a nypd precinct

The Journal of the Assembly During the ... Session of the Legislature of the State of California 1859 a

revelatory look at how the nypd has resisted change through strategic and selective community

engagement the past few years have seen americans express passionate demands for police

transformation but even as discussion of no knock warrants chokeholds and body cameras has exploded

any changes to police procedures have only led to the same outcomes despite calls for increased

accountability police departments have successfully stonewalled change in the policing machine tony

cheng reveals the stages of that resistance offering a close look at the deep engagement strategies that

nypd precincts have developed with only subsets of the community in order to counter any truly

meaningful democratic oversight cheng spent nearly two years in an unprecedented effort to understand

the who and how of police community relationship building in new york city documenting the many ways

the police strategically distributed power and privilege within the community to increase their own public

legitimacy without sacrificing their organizational independence by setting up community councils that are

conveniently run by police allies handing out favors to local churches that will promote the police to their

parishioners and offering additional support to institutions friendly to the police the nypd like police

departments all over the country cultivates political capital through a strategic politics that involves

distributing public resources offering regulatory leniency and deploying coercive force the fundamental

challenge with police community relationships cheng shows is not to build them it is that they already exist

and are motivated by a machinery designed to stymie reform

Transcript of Hearing on Intimidation of Voters 1963 election administration is essential to the proper

functioning of our democracy the american law institute s first principles in this area focuses on two areas
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of great importance non precinct voting and the resolution of disputed elections part i provides principles

for use by jurisdictions that wish to use absentee voting or early voting options as a supplement to in

person precinct based voting on election day part ii concerns principles applicable to disputed elections

generally while part iii specifically concerns procedures necessary for disputed presidential elections given

their uniquely challenging scheduling constraints

Assembly Bills, Original and Amended 1965 world renowned tell it like it is guidebook discover australia

with this comprehensive entertaining tell it like it is rough guide packed with comprehensive practical

information and our experts honest and independent recommendations whether you plan to swim with

whale sharks explore the atherton tablelands or sail in the whitsunday islands the rough guide to australia

will help you discover the best places to explore sleep eat drink and shop along the way features of the

rough guide to australia detailed regional coverage provides in depth practical information for each step of

all kinds of trip from intrepid off the beaten track adventures to chilled out breaks in popular tourist areas

regions covered include sydney and around new south wales and the act coastal queensland outback

queensland northern territory western australia south australia melbourne and around victoria and

tasmania honest independent reviews written with rough guides trademark blend of humour honesty and

expertise and recommendations you can truly trust our writers will help you get the most from your trip to

australia meticulous mapping always full colour with clearly numbered colour coded keys find your way

around sydney melbourne and many more locations without needing to get online fabulous full colour

photography features a richness of inspirational colour photography including the captivating rugged peaks

of the flinders ranges and the stunning blue waters and whale sharks of ningaloo marine park things not

to miss rough guides rundown of sydney brisbane perth and adelaide s best sights and top experiences

itineraries carefully planned routes will help you organise your trip and inspire and inform your on the road

experiences basics section packed with essential pre departure information including getting there getting

around accommodation food and drink health the media festivals sports and outdoor activities culture and

etiquette shopping and more background information comprehensive contexts chapter provides fascinating

insights into australia with coverage of history religion ethnic groups environment wildlife and books plus a

handy language section and glossary covers sydney and around new south wales and the act coastal

queensland outback queensland northern territory western australia south australia melbourne and around

victoria and tasmania about rough guides rough guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years

with over 30 million copies sold globally synonymous with practical travel tips quality writing and a

trustworthy tell it like it is ethos the rough guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120

destinations gift books and phrasebooks

2004 election and the implementation of the Help America Vote Act 2005 the rough guide to melbourne

is the ultimate travel guide with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best attractions melbourne

has to offer discover melbourne s coolest bars and the hippest melbourne hotels to the immense changes

to the fabric of the city itself packed with detailed practical advice on what to see and do in melbourne get

the lowdown on melbourne s renowned live music and club scenes and whet your appetite for its

restaurants with a insert on its eclectic multicultural cuisine for all budgets features include detailed

coverage on the lively melbourne city centre and dynamic outer suburbs the cafes of fitzroy prahran and
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south yarra shopping and the beaches of st kilda to wine tasting tours of the yarra valley and road trips

along the magnificent great ocean road you ll find authoritative background on melbourne s history film

and books explore all corners of australia s fastest growing city with the clearest melbourne maps street

plans and tram and train maps of any guide make the most of your holiday with the rough guide to

melbourne

Official Voter Information Guide 2004-11-02 the rough guide to chicago is the ultimate travel guide with

clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best attractions chicago has to offer discover the pulsating

metropolis of chicago from the gospel brunch at the house of blues a heavenly but fattening experience to

the oak street beach the glorious summertime playground in a somewhat unexpected location packed with

detailed practical advice on what to see and do in chicago this guide provides reliable up to date

descriptions of the best hotels in chicago chicago s best bars and recommended restaurants and tips on

the best shopping and festivals in chicago for all budgets featuring detailed coverage on a full range of

attractions from the maxwell street market and steppenwolf theatre to boat trips on the chicago river and

the ravinia festival you ll find expert tips on exploring chicago s amazing attractions with an authoritative

background on chicago s rich culture and history explore all corners of chicago with the clearest maps of

any guide make the most of your holiday with the rough guide to chicago

Acts of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico 1891 this new zealand guidebook is ideal

for travellers seeking inspirational guides and planning a more extended trip it provides interesting facts

about new zealand s people history and culture and detailed coverage of the best places to see this new

zealand travel book has the style of an illustrated magazine to inspire you and give a taste of new

zealand the book is printed on paper from responsible sources and verified to meet fsc s strict

environmental and social standards this new zealand guidebook covers auckland northland the waikato

coromandel and the bay of plenty rotorua and the volcanic plateau thermal wonders of rotorua poverty

bay and hawke s bay taranaki wanganui and manawatu wellington nelson and marlborough christchurch

canterbury queenstown and otago dunedin southland stewart island in this new zealand travel guidebook

you will find unique essays country history and culture and modern day life people and politics new

zealand highlights glacier walking in waipoua forest adventure sports maori culture white island thermal

wonderland in rotorua new zealand food and wine at hawke s bay and marlborough river adventures in

queenstown waitomo glowworm caves rakiura national park stewart island practical travel information

getting there and around budgeting eating out shopping public holidays information for lgbtq travellers and

more when to go to new zealand high season low season climate information and festivals insider

recommendations tips on how to beat the crowds save time and money and find the best local spots main

attractions curated places narrative descriptions of where to go and what to see covered geographically

tips and facts interesting facts about new zealand and useful insider tips high quality maps of new zealand

must see places cross referenced to colourful maps for quick orientation colour coded chapters each

place chapter has its own colour assigned to aid easy navigation of this new zealand travel guide striking

pictures rich inspirational colour photography on all pages capturing attractions nature people and

historical features fully updated post covid 19 this new zealand guidebook is just the tool you need to get

under the skin of the destination and accompany you on your trip it also makes a great gift because of its
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premium quality this book will inspire you and answer all your questions while preparing a trip to new

zealand or along the way it will also remain a beautiful souvenir after your trip

Acts of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico, Twenty-ninth Session 1891 of findings

ohio election organization california election organization michigan election organization oregon election

organization election difficulties experiences analysis of election difficulties legal difficulties policy

difficulties administrative difficulties technological difficulties recommendations for election improvement

Laws of the Territory of New Mexico 1891 borneo s biodiversity is among the richest in the world the first

guide to focus on malaysian borneo and brunei this book gives full details on where and how to see the

island s colourful flora and fauna tropical rainforest and rivers cover over 70 ofmalaysian borneo and this

lush habitat is home to hundreds of unique species from the jelly green snake and bearded pig to the

proboscis monkey trek through one of the region s national parks or catch a glimpse of an orang utan

traditional rural lifestyles tribal influences and ethnic variety also offer the visitor a rewarding cultural

experience take part in island festivities spend the night in a longhouse or shop in the bustling markets

borneo can provide for adventure travellers divers and even sunbathers over 27 000 uk visitors travelled

to borneo in 2007 up 10 on the previous year

Election Guide 2015 the tropical city state of singapore may be small but it packs a punch with a wealth of

dazzling modern attractions while also being a unique melting pot of asian and western influences inside

insight city guide singapore a fully overhauled edition by our expert singapore author stunning

photography that brings this vibrant city and its people to life highlights of the city s top attractions from

ethnic neighbourhoods such as little india and kampung glam to the unique wonders of gardens by the

bay and singapore s night safari descriptive area by area accounts cover the whole city from the colonial

civic district to the beaches and theme parks of sentosa a comprehensive travel tips section includes all

the practical information you will need for your trip detailed high quality maps throughout will help you get

around and travel tips give you all the essential information for planning a memorable trip about insight

guides insight guides has over 40 years experience of publishing high quality visual travel guides we

produce around 400 full colour print guide books and maps as well as picture packed ebooks to meet

different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on

history and culture together create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next

adventure insight guides has spawned many imitators but is still the best of its type wanderlust magazine

House Documents 1868 includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and

contributions to periodicals january june

Precinct 2012-09-29 make the most of your trip with the rough guide italian phrasebook find the perfect

word or phrase for every situation use extensive two way dictionary packed with vocabulary choose food

and drink from any menu check out travel tips and a regional pronunciation guide listen to correct

pronunciation of essential dialogues download easy audiofiles of conversations from roughguides com

The Policing Machine 2024-01-08 the tropical city state of singapore may be small but it packs a punch

with a wealth of dazzling modern attractions while also being a unique melting pot of asian and western

influences whether you want to shop til you drop on orchard road soak up the sun on sentosa island or

simply sip a singapore sling at raffles hotel insight city guide singapore will make sure you have the
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quintessential singapore experience features by local writers delve into topics including the country s

famous love of food lively festivals and nightlife while evocative accounts of the city s districts bring

singapore to life from the recent high end development at marina bay to the colourful bustle of little india

and kampung glam full colour photography and maps help you navigate with ease while the detailed travel

tips directory gives you all the practical information and travel advice you need when planning what to do

on your trip including selective listings for hotel and restaurants whether you are new to the city state or a

repeat visitor insight city guide singapore will help you discover the very best on offer

Principles of the Law, Election Administration: Non-Precinct Voting and Resolution of Ballot-Counting

Disputes 1897 this casebook offers a student friendly practical approach with carefully designed

pedagogical features its streamlined approach tracks the chronological order of an election with significant

focus on election administration features tightly edited cases useful notes that help serve as classroom

discussion tools up to date with the most recent supreme court and lower court decisions including shelby

county invalidating part of the voting rights act and lower court litigation involving the 2012 election

1897, Compiled Laws of New Mexico 2009

Federal, State, and Local Efforts to Prepare for the 2008 Election 1981

The Voting Rights Act 1981

The Voting Rights Act, Unfulfilled Goals 2019-11-01

The Rough Guide to Australia (Travel Guide eBook) 2009-09-01

The Rough Guide to Melbourne 1866

Ordinances and Acts of the Restored Government of Virginia, Prior to the Formation of the State of West

Virginia 1863

Acts of the Legislature of West Virginia 2008

The Importance of Poll Workers 2009-07-01

The Rough Guide to Chicago 1868

House Documents 1963

Pennsylvania State Manual 1868

House Documents, Otherwise Publ. as Executive Documents 1972

Pennsylvania State Manual 1863

Session Laws 2024-04-01

Insight Guides New Zealand: Travel Guide eBook 1974

A Study of Election Difficulties in Representative American Jurisdictions 2008

Bradt Travel Guide - Borneo 2016-12-01

Insight Guides City Guide Singapore (Travel Guide eBook) 1963

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 2011-09-01

Rough Guide Phrasebook: Dutch 1980

Pennsylvania Manual 1894

The Pacific Reporter 2014-11-07

Insight Guides: Singapore City Guide 1884

Polk's New Orleans (Orleans Parish, La.) City Directory ... 2014-03-14
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Election Law and Litigation
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